Basketball History Test

1) Who invented the game of Basketball?
   A. Michael Jordan   B. James Naismith   C. David Stern   D. Walt Frasier

2) What year was basketball invented?
   A. 1891   B. 1981   C. 1921   D. 1812

3) What is the regulation rim height?

4) The “paint” and the “lane” are common names for what part or area of the court?
   A. Front Court   B. Back Court   C. The Key   D. Half Court

5) The first basketball game ever played was played with a soccer ball and peach baskets used as hoops.
   True                                     False

6) In High School and College the three point arc is ________________ away from the basket.
   A. 19 ft. 8 in.   B. 19 ft. 9 in.   C. 20 ft.   D. 22 ft.

7) In what country was the inventor of the game of basketball born?
   A. Mexico   B. United States   C. Russia   D. Canada

8) What is the width of the key?
   A. 12 ft.   B. 15 ft.   C. 13 ft   D. 5 ft

9) In the NBA the three point arc is ________________ away from the basket.
   A. 19 ft. 8 in.   B. 19 ft. 9 in.   C. 20 ft.   D. 22 ft.

10) The width and length of a regulation court for high school and college is?
    A. 50 ft. x 84 ft   B. 50 ft. x 88 ft.   C. 55 ft. x 85 ft.   D. 53 1/3 ft x 120 ft

11) What year was basketball first introduced at the Olympics (Hint: It was in Berlin).
12) A. Foul Line  B. Half Court Line  C. The Key (aka- the lane or the paint)  D. 3 point arc

13) A. Foul Line  B. Half Court Line  C. The Key (aka- the lane or the paint)  D. 3 point arc

14) A. Foul Line  B. Half Court Line  C. The Key (aka- the lane or the paint)  D. 3 point arc

15) A. Foul Line  B. Half Court Line  C. The Key (aka- the lane or the paint)  D. 3 point arc
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Basketball Basics Test

1) The team with the ball is called?
   A. Defense   B. Offense   C. Special Team   D. Ballers

2) A shot made from anywhere inside the 3 point arc is worth?
   B. 1 point   B. 3 points   C. 0 points   D. 2 points

3) The three most common types of passes in basketball are?
   B. Chest, Hurl, Chuck   B. Lob, Hand-off, Roll   C. Chest, Bounce, Lob   D. Chest, Toss, Swing

4) To move the body in a circle while one foot remains in contact with the floor.
   B. Pivoting   B. Spinning   C. Traveling   D. Screening

5) Holding, Charging, and Blocking are all example of what?
   A. Offensive Techniques   B. Fouls   C. Defensive Techniques   D. Zone Defenses

6) A(n)________ is a pass to a teammate who then scores a field goal.
   A. Fast-break   B. Assist   C. Turn Over   D. Shot

7) Bouncing the ball with one hand on to the floor one or more times (Also the only legal way to move with the ball).
   A. Passing   B. Shooting   C. Rebounding   D. Dribbling

8) A defensive strategy where every player guards an assigned player/man.

9) A defensive strategy where every player guards a specific area or zone

10) Any loss of possession of the ball without a shot being taken
    A. Pass   B. Turn over   C. Rebound   D. Assist

11) _______________ is the illegal movement of the feet while in possession of the ball
A. Double Dribble  B. Holding  C. Blocking  D. Traveling

12) The three kinds of fouls are Personal, Technical, and ____________.
   A. False  B. Flagrant  C. Fraudulent  D. Intentional

13) The recovering of a shot that bounces off the backboard or rim.
   A. Assist  B. Pass  C. Rebound  D. Turn over

14) If a player takes and makes a shot and his/her foot is on the 3 point arc line
   how many points is the made shot worth?
   A. 1  B. 0  C. 3  D. 2

15) Blocking is a foul called on the offense.
   True  False

16) A double dribble occurs when a player dribbles the ball with both hands at the
   same time and/or they stop and then start dribbling again.
   True  False

17) Charging is a foul called on the offense.
   True  False

18) The clock continues to run during free throw shots
   True  False

19) An offensive player can remain in the key for a maximum of 5 seconds
   True  False

20) A traveling violation results in awarded foul shots and change of possession
   True  False
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